Coastal flooding and associated land erosion are important environmental issues that are difficult to model for large scale systems. Cellular automaton models are attractive as computational simple and inexpensive individual cell calculations can be scaled up to model relatively large area models. We explore combinations of diffusional and injective cellular automaton models for water/land incursion and erosion problems. The Kawasaki site exchange automaton and the Invasion Percolation models form the basis of our hybrid automaton model. We explore some quantitative statistical metrics and discuss development directions of a hybrid model that supports both steady erosion as well as rapid water incursion and soil/land removal.
Introduction
Coastal erosion [34, 40] and flooding problems [24, 50] represent a challenge to conventional fluid flow modelling techniques as the size of actual systems mean they are susceptible to emergence and unexpected behaviours common to complex systems. This appears to be particularly problematic for estuarine systems where the detailed geometry may need to be captured accurately [15, 16, 38] .
Applications in need of appropriate modelling techniques include: preventative approaches such as defence structures [8] and vegetative cover [1] ; general erosion problems [48] including sand or mud [28, 49] ; and erosion threshold situations [26] . Other important areas include: systems involving particle tracking influence of particular materials such as clays [36] ; sediment dynamics [23] ; diffusional and transport problems involving heavy metals and other contaminants [43] ; and other suspended sediments [46] .
The quality of modern remote sensing [45] through technologies such as lidar sensing [42] supports comparisons with specific estuarine scenarios and data [7, 10] , providing sufficiently detailed large scale simulation models are available.
Existing models for erosion and coastal systems [12, 51] tend to have a large number of tunable parameters. In this present work we seek a simplified model that is capable of generating statistically plausible erosion scenarios with only a few microscopic agent controlling parameters.
The Kawasaki spin-exchange model [27] has been used successfully to simulate diffusional behaviour, nucleation and growth, and spinodal decomposition in mixed systems such as binary and ternary alloys. The model is based on localised neighbour coupling terms in much the same manner as the Ising model, but whereas the Ising model uses "spins" that can flip amongst states, the Kawasaki model starts with a fixed fraction of different atomic species on a lattice, and allows them to diffuse around using an exchange mechanism which conserves species populations. The Kawasaki model is in effect a simplified lattice gas [37] . It has been shown that it does not attain the correct symmetries for full Navier-Stoke regime fluid flow, but it does however give a good computational approximation and as seen in the work reported here, provides a flexible and extensible model to experiment with additional parameters such as directional bias [22] .
Another useful starting point for a model is the Invasion Percolation model [14] . The Invasion Percolation (IP) model [52] is formulated in terms of an injected wetting fluid that invades the space occupied by a non-wetting de- fender fluid. The IP model has been investigated for point injection [20] -as might represent a well pipe -and face injection as might arise from inflow from another rock layer. A system is modelled as a network of pore throats that are of varying thickness and size and which therefore restrict fluid flow to a greater or lesser extent. The conventional IP model uses a random field variable to represent the static pore distributions throughout the spatial structure of the rock in a reservoir.
The IP model has been used to successfully study drainage systems [31, 39, 44] as well as its more common use in modelling hydrocarbon reservoir extraction [41] and deposition processes [11] .
As exemplified by Figure 1 we explore a statistical bias based on a supposed tidal flow of water against a beach. Although some research has been reported on the influence of a driving force such as gravity [5, 17, 32] , it has not been thoroughly explored and to our knowledge this use of a force like tidal flow has not been studied in the context of the invasion percolation model or its variants.
Our article is structured as follows: In Section 2 we describe the Kawasaki exchange diffusional dynamics and also an incursive model based on directionally biased invasion percolation. We present some selected screen-dumps and quantitative measurements made on the simulations in Section 3. We discuss the implications of cluster metrics and hybrid models in Section 4 and finally offer some conclusions and suggested areas for future work in Section 5.
Simulation Model Formulation
We consider a number of constituent model approaches including a diffusional model based on Kawasaki site exchange dynamics; a site injection model based on invasion percolation dynamics, and a hybrid model. Figure 2 shows how a Kawasaki site-exchange diffusional model can be initialised with two species in a 50/50 bar arrangement. The interface does not move but does thicken in time, and some extra rules are needed to support the notion of erosion.
Consider initially a two component substitutional mixture model consisting of a grid of material sites. There are only two species present and they occupy the sites of a regular lattice. They may be imagined as oscillating about some mean positions, but the bulk material retains its structure and the mean positions do not change, and there are no interstitial atoms permitted in the structure. Suppose that there are some N sites on the mesh and they are subdivided by species into N W of species W and N L of species L so that N = N W + N L . We refer to "water" sites and "land" sites for this formulation.
It is first necessary to consider the interactions between the species on the mesh. The simplest model Hamiltonian (H) consists of an assignment of pair-wise interactions or bonds between neighbouring sites. Consider a local concentration variable c i for each lattice site which has the value 1 for W -sites and value 0 for L-sites. The Hamiltonian may then be written in terms of coupling constants V ci−cj ij between sites i and j. The Kawasaki model Hamiltonian (or energy functional) for a binary mixture of the two species "W" and "L" is written:
in terms of the potential terms V , and where any chemical potential term has been omitted, as we wish to operate at a fixed value of the global concentration < c >. All the parameters used in this Hamiltonian can be specified explicitly, or we can limit the model to nearest neighbour isotropic interactions, so that only one parameter V W −W is not redundant. By expressing this one parameter in Boltzmann units of k b T , we are actually specifying the temperature T of the system, and a quench experiment is possible since this controls the diffusion. This Hamiltonian has no explicit dynamical scheme associated with it, and so one must be imposed artificially using Monte Carlo techniques to make the model system evolve between different microstate configurations "X" along a trajectory in state space that is physically realistic.
This gives the pair-wise interactions and the relative chemical potential of the W -L mixture, it being more energetically favourable for the alloy to have more or less W constituents. In practice, the interaction sum would not be over all pairs but over a restricted number of distance shells around individual sites. The assumption is that the interactions are relatively short range.
This form of Hamiltonian can be shown to be isomorphic to that of the Ising model for a spin-1 2 magnet in a magnetic field [29] and was first employed by Bragg and Williams to study order-disorder processes in alloys [6] , and by Cernuschi and Eyring as a model for lattice gases [9] . The chemical potential is directly related to the Ising model magnetic field and providing the interactions V ci−cj ij are chosen so that the W -species and L-species are treated on an equal footing then the Hamiltonian can be written in the form:
where the Ising spins s i take the values s i = ±1 and are given by the transformation:
It is useful to consider the simplest case of this, where the interactions are very short range, isotropic, and are restricted to nearest neighbouring sites on the lattice. For this purpose, the Ising coupling parameter J ij can be written as a single value J and taken outside of the summation. This allows the Ising coupling J and magnetic field strength H to be written as:
Since this only leaves two free parameters, the mixture's Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of just
This Hamiltonian does not generate a formal dynamical equation so it is necessary to introduce a stochastic mechanism whereby the system can explore its microstates. Focusing attention on the W -particles, there are two dynamical processes that need to be considered. Firstly, a mechanism for the particles to change position and explore the mesh but keeping the number of particles present (N W ) constant. Secondly, a means of operating with constant chemical potential µ W−L and increasing or decreasing the particle population. The first mechanism is known as "site-exchange" or Kawasaki dynamics [27] and is used for a canonical thermodynamical simulation of the alloy model where neighbouring site variables c i and c i±1 are exchanged. The second is the conventional "spin-flip" dynamics where the site variable is inverted. In fact the exchanges or flips must be performed with a carefully specified probability if the system is to have valid thermodynamic properties.
One normally recognizes that for a Boltzmann statistical weighting of the microstates, the probabilities P (X can be expressed in terms of the Hamiltonians H(X).
Where A is a normalising constant, k b is Boltzmann's constant and T the temperature. This gives:
This does not have a unique solution. The two most commonly used are [18, 33] and for the purposes of the work reported here we use the conventional Metropolis solution:
The simulation time can then be defined in units of an average of one Metropolis update attempt per site'. It is important to include all sites in this definition of the time-step. Without such a universal definition, it becomes impossible to compare other works in the literature and on different models in terms of their dynamical properties. The problem remains that this is only an artificially constructed time. The stochastic time variable in such a Monte-Carlo simulation may not bear any resemblance to a real time [3, 35] but it is believed that for certain models it can be scaled to a real time, at least in the long-time limit. There is strong evidence that the Monte-Carlo time is scalable to real diffusional time. The Kawasaki diffusion model is summarised in Algorithm 1.
If the exchange does not take place the energy of the system remains the same [4] . The energy calculation favours like-like nearest neighbour bonds but also favours heavier species moving downwards. The probabilities are based on integer counts so are completely discrete and countable. The Boltzmann factors are of the form exp −(∆E/k B T ) and even on modern processors, the exp function usually costs several tens of clock cycles to compute. It is therefore useful to pre-compute the Boltzmann exponential values in a look-up table at the beginning of the program rather than re-compute then inside the inner loops of the algorithm, since this vastly speeds up the computation.
The Invasion Percolation (IP) model is formulated in terms of a network of sites usually a square mesh that are initially occupied by a defender species -or land in our variant. In all the work reported here a layer of injection sites is chosen at the middle of the simulated system and the simulation is run until any invader species reaches the right hand side of the box. We imagine a fluid such as seawater as the invader fluid and it is pushed onto the land sea interface by tidal forces.
The invading fluid disperses from a point of injection a greater or lesser amount of defending material is dis-placed before the invader reaches the far side of the simulated system. The model evolution is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Invasion Model Algorithm.
initialise all site growth probabilities (equation 10) implant injected invader(water) sites at left construct ranked list of potential new growth sites while no invader has reached right hand side of box do identify growth site r with largest field P (r) grow the invader cluster into the defender site r identify growth sites from neighbours of site r update ranked growth site list end while measure completion properties of final system Moore neighbourhood growth sites are identified as all those neighbours of a (newly) invaded site that contain defender species and which are therefore susceptible to subsequent invasion themselves. It is the distribution of differently sized pores -modelled by a static random field -that makes simulated patterns exhibit fractal and complex geometries. At the start of the run we precompute the imagined pore size distribution as represented by a random field P (r) for each site r = (x, y) in the lattice. In the work we report in this present paper we simply use site-based invasion percolation rather than set up separate probabilities for each bond. The random (site) field is therefore:
where u is a uniformly generated random number field on [0, 1) and w is the width of the simulated box, and for the work reported here we use this single size as the length of the box in all dimensions. Typically we use w = 256 unless stated otherwise. The random field P (r) is only ever used as a relative measure -we store ranked probabilities (and their associated positions in the lattice) in a working list in the simulation program and only ever extract the most probable growth site value or insert a new growth site into the working list. We can therefore take parameter p to be either positive or negative with the understanding that random field P (r) is always to be normalised if it is to be interpreted as a probability. We take positive p as the forward model and negative p as the backward model variant. Equation 10 thus gives us a variation of the conventional invasion percolation model where the growth site probabilities are biased by flow in a preferred direction of the simulated box -the width dimension.
We can now formulate these models within a custom simulation program as they use similar data structures based around cellular operations on a mesh of sites arranged on a square mesh.
Simulation Results
We present a series of snapshots of the different model configurations well as some measured properties obtained from averaging over twenty separate independently seeded random runs of the relevant model.
The backward model with negative parameter p is the one usually studied for invasion percolation model systems. In this case we obtain a incursion of water into the landmass, and because of the arrangement of pore probabilities the incursion once started tends to grow at the expense of all others. Figure 3 shows the incursion pattern generated by the backward model (negative p) and where an incursion fluctuation once started tends to subsequently dominate any others. This is an interesting model for drainage or flooding but does not necessarily represent the sort of beach land/sea erosion interface that we wish to construct. Figure 4 shows a series of snapshots for various values of invasion model parameter p (established as a positive quantity) and generating a more even interface between land and sea, that is not dominated by the initial incursion fluctuation. This is close to the erosion patterns that we wish to investigate and we now present a series of quantifiable measurements that can be made to summarise the statistical properties of this model.
One useful metric is the time taken for the water flood or incursion to reach the far right hand side (RHS) of the box. We can study this for different lattice size lengths to investigate if there is a universal behaviour. Figure 5 shows the backward bias model (negative p) where the incursion fluctuation races into the land-mass. The time to completion -or final time t f for the invading water to reach the RHS -is plotted against the simulation parameter |p| on a log-log scale. The slope of the curves is independent of the system size and indicates that: where the exponent (slope) is independent of the system size. Figure 6 shows a similar plot but for the forward (positive p) model system. In this case the water/sea interface progresses more slowly -and evenly -from left to right of the simulated box. The shapes of the curves are again largely independent of the box length and the time is effectively an exponential process governed by the parameter p. Figure 7 shows a plot of the average thickness of the beach region. This is measured as the region from the most leftwards land-mass to the most rightwards water cell. There are nineteen curves plotted from the lowest red curve denoting p = 0.05 up to the green denoting p = 0.95. The data is quite statistically noisy but there appears to be a phase transition of inflexional change of behaviour around p = 0.55 and we speculate that this is related to the site- An artifact of the way the model is implemented is that we can track the growth sites -those sites that are listed for potential invasion. The algorithm supports tracking these as a ranked list and so we can colour them differently to examine the post incursive pattern. These are effectively invaded sites and we colour them green to contrast with the cyan water sites and brown land sites. Figure 8 shows the fraction of these growth sites left behind as the water invasion front progresses through the system. The shape is broadly similar to that of the beach area tracked in Figure 7 but note that, for high p values, the growth site fraction is nearly linear. Once again, the data is noisy but there appears to be a phase transition from a fattening off (red curve for p = 0.05) and left hand green curve (p = 0.95). It remains to be seen whether the location of this flexion is independent of system size. 
Discussion
The invasion percolation model has a number of structural statistical features and has been studied for anisotropic cluster effects [13] . We can label and measure the cluster size distribution in our model. Figure 9 shows the largest land cluster size at time t f completion time, when water first hits the extreme right hand side of the box. We record 20 points per p-value -with again a noisy distribution. The data does imply a change in behaviour with a possible bifurcation at a critical p-value. Generally at low-p the land-sea interface remains flat and there is only limited land material left to make up a cluster. At high-p, a more fractal incursion has taken place and the simulation completes when there is a lot more land material left to make a cluster. This metric therefore gives a crude measure of the fractal nature of the final interface.
The Kawasaki model provides a more slow diffusional process that erodes individual sites. It can therefore be combined with the invasion percolation model to produce a hybrid erosion automaton model that captures both time scales. Figure 10 shows a configuration generated by a hybrid of the IP and Kawasaki model. An incursive channel has been broadened out and the resulting land-sea interface structure is perhaps more realistic for some scenarios. A hybrid model might incorporate an addition ratio parameter governing how many diffusion steps should take place compared with invasion steps.
An important variation of the IP model recognizes that the defending non-wetting fluid may be incompressible and thus regions of it that are trapped would no longer be susceptible to subsequent invasion. Introducing correct handling of trapped regions into the IP model involves correctly identifying and labelling trapped regions using cluster component labelling techniques [25] . Parallel comput-ing techniques can also be employed to considerably speed up component labelling [21] , but nevertheless this is still computationally expensive.
Other important effects occurring in complex systems include phase separation due to Ostwald ripening [47] as well as surface-tension driven effects at species interfaces [19] particularly when the system is biased to favour some species, such as when an external field is applied [30] .
The techniques we have discussed are also likely applicable to other applications such as dune dynamics [2] . There may also be scope for combining sand dune dynamics with vegetative cover as part of a strategy to strengthen a coastal system and protect against erosion. Large scale modelling techniques such as cellular automaton modelling may provide a useful tool for "what-if" analyses to investigate this.
Conclusion
We have explored both diffusion models and invasive models for simulating the incursion and erosion of landmass by sea. Our simulation models are governed by a single parameter each -a thermal diffusion value in the case of the Kawasaki model and a pore size incursion probability in the case of the invasion model. These models combine together to produce what appear to be statistically plausible erosion patterns.
We also identified some statistical metrics such as beach width and size of largest land-mass cluster that can be used to characterise these model systems. There appears to be some phase transitional behaviour in the model parameter. There is therefore scope for simulating larger systems than we have explored -eg N ≈ 10 9 sites to investigate whether our hypothesized behaviours and transition points can be identified more precisely.
There is also considerable scope for extending these models. The incorporation of sediment that sinks to the depth of a three-dimensional lattice model is an obvious addition. This would be more realistic than simply assuming broken off land-mass material dissolves in the sea bulk. Sediment accumulation and depth could also be used to control or affect the relative strength of water diffusion and movement. This could be incorporated by recomputing the controlling pore probabilities in the incursion model rather than only computing them once at model initialisation.
The general problem area of coastal erosion is an important one that requires scalable models. Cellular models formulated along the lines we discuss may be of use in characterising universal behaviour of real erosion scenarios as well as identifying those behaviours that are unique to particular geometries.
